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New LED Angle Lights from Nightstick® Add Wide Reaching Floodlight to 
Lifesaving Firefighting Equipment  

Additional standard features include low battery indicator, multiple power options, and 3.5 day 
Survival mode increase safety at affordable price 

Bayco Products, Inc has introduced three new Nightstick® branded Intrinsically Safe Class I, Division 1 
Angle lights that offer more standard lifesaving features and functions than existing angle lights currently 
offered in the market today. New models: XPP-5570R, XPR-5572R, and XPR-5572RM now available for 
global sale. 

Each new Nightstick angle light model is cULus and MSHA certified Intrinsically Safe Permissible, water-
rated as IP-X7 waterproof and meets requirements of NFPA-1971-8.6 (2013). Made from durable glass-
filled nylon polymer, these individually serialized angle lights feature a heavy-duty stainless-steel pocket 
clip that eliminate slippage when attached to a firefighter’s jacket or respirator pack and include a top-
mounted visible low-battery indicator that illuminates in low battery situations. 

All three Nightstick angle light feature 3 user-selectable flashlight settings of 200, 100 and 60 Lumens 
plus a strobe feature with a 267 meter beam distance. The ultra-tight beam is perfect for cutting through 
smoke and lighting up objects at great distances while the floodlight setting (separate independent switch) 
has 3 user-selectable brightness settings of 200, 100 and a “Survival Mode” of 20 lumens that provides 
just enough light in an emergency situation with a run-time of 3.5 days. Turn both the flashlight and the 
floodlight simultaneously in Dual-Light mode allows users to see objects at a distance or through the 
smoke, as well as see the ground in front of them as they walk or work, increasing safety and 
convenience. Nightstick’s innovative Dual-Light technology is a first to the angle light product line and is 
one of eight available modes to choose from. 

Additional specifics and contents of each angle light in the series are as follows: 

XPP-5570R Intrinsically Safe Dual-Light
TM

 Angle Light – 6 AA

 Package includes light, AA battery carrier and 6 AA batteries

 Upgradeable to rechargeable by adding optional lithium-ion battery pack and charger

 Average Retail Price starting at $59.95

XPR-5572R Intrinsically Safe Dual-Light
TM

 Angle Light - Rechargeable

 Package includes light, rechargeable lithium-ion battery pack, wall or vehicle mounted charger,
AA battery carrier (AA batteries not included), and AC & DC power supplies

 Average Retail Price starting at $99.95

XPR-5572RM Intrinsically Safe Dual-Light
TM

 Angle Light w/Magnetic Base - Rechargeable

 Multi-Angle Magnetic Base uses rare-earth magnet with rubber protective coating on gimbal head
to place light exactly where needed without interference

 Package includes light, multi-angle magnetic base, rechargeable lithium-ion battery pack, wall or
vehicle mounted charger, AA battery carrier (AA batteries not included), and AC & DC power
supplies

 Average Retail Price starting at $124.95

http://www.mynightstick.com/
http://www.mynightstick.com/
http://www.baycoproducts.com/index.php/product/intrinsically-safe-angle-lights/item/xpp-5570r
http://www.baycoproducts.com/index.php/product/intrinsically-safe-angle-lights/item/xpr-5572r
http://www.baycoproducts.com/index.php/product/intrinsically-safe-angle-lights/item/xpr-5572rm


  

 
 
 “We added a wide-reaching floodlight, an enhanced stainless-steel clip and a low-battery indicator, while 

extending run-times on multiple power platforms. These additional features and innovative functionality 

are like a breath of fresh air to firefighters and first responders who depend on the safety and 

performance of their equipment in the darkest of hours” says Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for 

Nightstick. “Angle Light are not new products, but the way that we designed our Dual-Light
TM

 angle lights 

is just another example of how Nightstick is delivering our brand promise to make life saving products that 

are Tough, Durable, Affordable
TM

.” To learn more, please visit www.mynightstick.com. 

 
ABOUT NIGHTSTICK® 
 
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting 
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed 
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED lighting 
products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering 
commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, Nightstick is the professional’s only 
choice.. 
 
To find a global retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy 

 
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
 
For over 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the 
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located 
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product 
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The Nightstick and 
Bayco brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and high-
value lighting solutions across virtually every industry. 
 
Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google+ and YouTube.  
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